
Are you sure you’re not being overcharged?
We guarantee 98% of you are.

843.576.3638
WWW.ABOUTSIB.COM

IT/TELECOM MAINTENANCE
CONTRACTS

WASTE
REMOVAL

PROPERTY
TAX

CLASS ACTION
RECOVERY

UTILITIESSHIPPINGTREASURY

BENCHMARK PRICING

CONTRACT NEGOTIATION

BEST-IN-CLASS / UNPUBLISHED RATES

REFUNDS FROM BILLING ERRORS
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ARE YOU SURE YOU’RE NOT BEING OVERCHARGED?

98%
Success Rate

Benchmark
Pricing Data From

Over 50,000
Locations

Nationwide

Ongoing Bill
Monitoring

COMPANY OVERVIEW

SIB specializes in cost reduction. By employing experts in each of the 
fields we review, we are uniquely equipped to find savings in virtually 
any fixed cost category without changing your current vendors.

We have no upfront fees. SIB bills only on the savings we find, and 
only after you realize those savings. If we don’t find savings there is 
no cost, and you know that your bills are as low as possible.

SIB has worked with Fortune 500 companies, restaurant groups, hotel 
groups, regional banks, senior living groups, hospital groups, grocery 
chains, retail chains, state, local and federal government entities, and 
everything in between.

Since opening in 2008, we’ve found savings for over 98% of our clients. 
SIB makes the process of cost reduction effortless for your company, 
allowing you to rest easy knowing that industry experts are working hard 
to reduce your costs.
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ARE YOU SURE YOU’RE NOT BEING OVERCHARGED?

SIB’S MISSION

We use our proven three-pronged method to find savings:

Analyze billing

to discover and

correct vendors’
billing errors and

ensure contract

compliance

Standardize service

levels (making sure

clients are not being

charged for services

they do not use

or need)

Negotiate

best-in-class

pricing

Founded in 2008
Headquartered in Charleston, SC

75 employees

50 STATES & CANADA
$3 BILLION ANALYZED

OUR MISSION IS TO SAVE OUR CLIENTS MONEY WITHOUT
AFFECTING DAY-TO-DAY OPERATIONS OR REDUCING HEADCOUNT.
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HOW DOES SIB SHARE IN SAVINGS?

Old Bill
$1000

per month

New Bill
$600

per month
$400

Monthly Savings:

- SIB operates on a contingency basis - there is no upfront fee and we only are paid if we find savings.

- SIB shared savings are billed monthly AFTER savings are realized.

- Each month, SIB pulls a duplicate invoice from the vendor to validate realized savings.

- SIB automatically corrects any billing errors while monitoring accounts for additional savings opportunities.
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PARTIAL CLIENT LIST

FINANCIAL SERVICES

GOLF

HOTEL

SENIOR LIVINGREIT / STUDENT HOUSING / 
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT / 

MULTI-FAMILY

STRATEGIC
PARTNERSHIPS

Landmark
RE Management

Little Caesar’s
Burger King
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PARTIAL CLIENT LIST

Berkshire Hathaway subsidiary Berkshire Hathaway subsidiary

multi-unit franchisee multi-unit franchisee

multi-unit franchisee

ENTERTAINMENT

GROCERY / CONVENIENCE STORE AUTOMOTIVE

HEALTHCARE

RETAIL

PROFESSIONAL SERVICE

EDUCATION

NON-PROFIT

MANUFACTURING

SERVICE COMPANIES
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CLIENT TESTIMONIALS

Provider of Rehabilitation and Skilled Nursing

“With over 500 assisted living centers, it goes 
without saying we have a very complex and 
expansive network of external vendors and 
service providers, and expenses to match. SIB 
was able to achieve major savings across the 
board without diminishing our vendor services 
or relationships.”

- Jason Dobry,
Senior Director of Spend Management

10,000+ Students

“SIB worked tirelessly on our waste removal bills, 
and they continue to track them to make sure no 
unnecessary over-billing resurfaces. The audit 
was not an intrusion, required no budgeting, 
and we are only paying SIB a percentage of 
found savings.”

- John Nucci,
Vice President of External Affairs

Non-profit

“By taking a closer look at what we had in storage, 
we were able to identify over 10,000 cubic feet 
of paper documents that we no longer needed. 
In addition, we found over 2,000 cubic feet of 
documents that were being stored unnecessarily 
in a costly, climate-controlled facility, and we will 
be moving those documents to regular storage, 
which will also lower costs.”

- Michael Schillinger,
Director of Supply Management

Berkshire Hathaway Subsidiary

“In addition to the little time needed from our 
staff, SIB Development proved their value by 
effectively finding better rates and redundancies 
with our telecom and waste removal vendors, 
helping us obtain better rates that will save us 
over $1,200,000 over five years.”

- Joanne McGowan,
Retail Accounting Manager

Hotel Management

“We were impressed by SIB’s meticulous process, 
and the breadth of their recommendations was 
remarkable, involving savings in no fewer than 
eight different spending categories...SIB seems 
perfectly suited to the hotel business and the 
assorted vendor costs that are common in our 
industry.”

- Jack Fritsche,
Sr. Vice President/CFO

Berkshire Hathaway Subsidiary

“We have been extremely pleased with SIB’s work 
so far. They have gotten us tens of thousands 
of dollars just in credits and refunds for billing 
errors and negotiated new, reduced pricing in 
addition so that we will enjoy savings going 
forward.”

- Lonnie J. Lawton,
Sr. Vice President/CFO
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CLIENT TESTIMONIALS

“Signing with SIB has been a great decision; 
they have found a ton of savings for us in our 
waste and telecom spending categories in a 
variety of ways. They found us credits that were 
due to us, removed services we were paying for, 
but didn’t need, and negotiated lower rates.”

- Charlie Barnes,
Owner

“We have now just completed the process after 
a quick and efficient review by SIB. Having had 
a chance to examine their findings, I am happy 
to report that SIB’s project was very successful, 
and is already resulting in a reduction of our 
monthly expenses.”

- Timothy Keever,
President

“SIB provided an extra set of eyes to scrutinize 
our company’s vendors and service providers for 
overcharges and inefficiencies. By referencing 
best-in-class rates and service plans from 
similar companies, SIB was able to quickly 
spot opportunities to secure a better deal.”

- David Walls,
CFO

Atlantic Coast Enterprises,
Franchisee of 52 Jiffy Lube Locations

“SIB’s team used their knowledge and experience 
to audit our bills and come up with a plan to 
maximize cost savings going forward. Their 
approach resulted in the removal of fraudulent 
charges from our telecom bills and a substantial 
reduction in both telecom and waste rates that 
will result in tens of thousands of dollars in 
annual savings for Atlantic Coast Enterprises.”

- Daniel Ramras,
CFO

“We understand that SIB’s typical client is a 
larger organization in the private sector, often 
with multiple locations, and Manor College is 
a little different. However, the fact that they 
could apply their process and find savings for us 
means that SIB’s business model is well-suited 
to virtually any type of company or organization 
with regular monthly expenses.”

- John Winicki,
Controller

“We were impressed with SIB’s approach to 
the project, and with the results they achieved 
for us. They were able to use their expertise 
to negotiate contracts and pricing that worked 
best for us, and we believe they can provide 
many benefits to anyone in the student housing 
market.”

- Matt Zellars,
Real Estate Analyst
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RESTAURANT CLIENT TESTIMONIALS

Corporate-Owned Restaurant Concept with 60+ Locations

“We are pleased to have many of your 
recommendations officially in process. It’s 
amazing to think about how much these 
savings will mean to us in the long run – it 
makes me very glad to have signed up for 
an SIB review.”

- John Huffman,
Chief Operations Officer

130 Corporate Locations of Au Bon Pain Cafe

“I do not believe we would have achieved 
these savings without the independent 
expertise of the SIB team. In fact, SIB 
exceeded our expectations on the project 
and I would highly recommend their services 
to other organizations for this type of review.”

- Michael J. Lynch,
Chief Financial Officer

Boddie-Noell Enterprises, Franchisee of 330+ Hardees

“SIB understood and pursued very measured, 
sensible recommendations that would serve 
our operational service needs entirely. 
Nevertheless, they succeeded in making 
a real impact on our overall expenses, since 
these savings are geared towards long-term 
and will show their true worth for years to 
come.”

- Mike Hancock,
Vice President

Deli Management, Inc. - Corporate Locations of Jason’s Deli

“If consultants are ultimately judged by the 
results they create, SIB earns very high marks 
for their work. Their review identified more 
savings than we could have imagined...Our 
only regret in this whole process is not having 
found SIB sooner.”

- Noelle Faille,
Facilities Manager

Multi-Unit Franchisee, Burger King

“As the owners of 26 Burger King locations, 
we already benefited from negotiated rates 
from various vendors, by virtue of our status 
as a large national brand. I was very pleasantly 
surprised when your team was able to find rates 
even more competitive than the discounted 
rates we were paying before...I’m pretty 
confident you could find savings for anyone.”

- Jim Reddin,
President

Franchisee of 200+ Taco Bells

“SIB’s team was easy to work with, and they 
respected our preferences to retain services 
with our current vendors. This preference did 
not seem to be a hindrance at all on their 
performance, as the rate reductions they 
negotiated were considerable.”

- Ragan Cain,
Treasurer
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PARTIAL RESTAURANT CLIENT LIST

MULTI-UNIT FRANCHISEES CORPORATE LOCATIONS



Do You Know What Companies Across the Street Are Paying?
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SIB Works With Over 50,000 Locations Nationwide
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1 to 5 6 to 14 15+

14

LOCATIONS PER COUNTY

Number of locations per county reviewed
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MORE AT WWW.ABOUTSIB.COM
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MANAGEMENT TEAM

Dan Schneider, CEO founded SIB in 2008 and has been its CEO since its inception. Prior to founding SIB, Dan enjoyed a successful entrepreneurial career in the wireless industry. At age 18, 
Schneider founded Main Street Cellular, a retail wireless company that eventually expanded to 12 store locations in the greater Philadelphia, PA region. In doing so, he became the youngest 
person ever to be signed to a direct retailer contract by any mobile phone company. Dan later formed Main Street Assets, an international wholesaler working with major companies such 
as T-Mobile, Cingular, K-Mart, CVS, and Walgreen’s to liquidate excess inventory. While at the helm, Dan established a domestic and international wholesale customer and supplier base 
focused in South America, the Middle East, Asia, and Europe. After two years, the new venture grossed more than $35 million in revenue.

David Kelley, CFO joined SIB in September of 2018 as the company’s chief financial officer, responsible for SIB’s overall financial and strategic management, including financial reporting, 
long-range business planning, accounting, tax, treasury and strategy across the organization. Prior to joining SIB, David provided on-demand CFO services to technology and tech-enabled 
businesses at various growth stages and specialized in transformative and growth-oriented ventures. He has held senior leadership roles in private equity portfolio companies, family office 
ventures, publicly held businesses and foreign companies doing business in the US.

Matt Cauller, COO joined SIB in 2009. His role has grown in tandem with the company’s success, and he now serves as COO. Prior to his tenure at SIB, Matt worked in telecommunications 
and facilities maintenance. As COO, Matt has helped to save tens of millions of dollars for a diverse client base including some of the nation’s largest hospitals, retailers, grocers, restaurants, 
universities, and manufacturers. He currently manages a team of expert negotiators and analysts reviewing fixed costs and external expenses for SIB’s clients. Matt holds a B.S. in Computer 
Science from the College of Charleston and is an Eagle Scout.

Jennifer Fox, Chief Marketing & Business Development Officer is a marketing, branding, and business development executive with more than 20 years of experience in the technology, 
industrial, advertising, pharmaceutical, and government contracting industries. Jennifer joined SIB in April 2017 as Chief Marketing and Business Development Officer. In this role, Jennifer 
oversees SIB’s sales, marketing and client results teams. Prior to joining SIB, Jennifer developed and managed industry-renowned business development, lead generation, and marketing 
programs for companies in Charleston, SC and Washington, DC, including Gregory Poole Equipment Company, Metier, Ltd., and TMP Worldwide. Jennifer has a bachelor’s degree in 
communications from American University in Washington, DC.

BOARD OF ADVISORS
Frank Abagnale is a world-renowned expert on fraud detection, identity theft, and document security. For over 35 years, he has worked with the FBI as well as numerous corporations 
and financial institutions to identify and prevent embezzlement, check forgery, and other crimes. Beginning as a teenager, Abagnale successfully posed as an airline pilot, a lawyer, and a 
physician, all while traveling the world and cashing millions of dollars worth of fraudulent checks. He chronicled these experiences in a bestselling book, Catch Me If You Can, which was 
later adapted into a 2002 film starring Leonardo DiCaprio and Tom Hanks, as well as a Broadway musical which opened in 2011. Abagnale decided to atone for his past by lending his 
expertise to federal law enforcement agencies in their efforts to combat fraud and financial crimes. He has continued to work throughout his life, and now over 14,000 financial institutions, 
corporations, and law enforcement agencies actively use fraud prevention techniques he has developed. Abagnale has written numerous books on the subject, including The Art Of The 
Steal, The Real U Guide To Identity Theft, and Stealing Your Life. He resides in Charleston, SC.

J. David Scheiner retired in 2009 after having served as President and COO of the Macy's Florida / Puerto Rico division with over 10,000 employees and $2 billion in annual revenue. 
Scheiner is a veteran retailer and an international business consultant to companies in the retail and wholesale fields, as well as investment banks and private equity groups investing in the 
consumer retail industry. He has served in a variety of leadership roles for large department stores and retailers, including Gimbel Brothers, Burdines, and Maas Brothers /Jordan Marsh.  
Currently, Scheiner serves as Non-Executive Chairman of the Board of Perry Ellis International and is Chairman of their Compensation committee. He is also a member of the board of The 
Strategic Forum as well as the Florida chapter of the National Association of Corporate Directors (NACD). For over 30 years, Scheiner has been involved with the Miami Children’s Hospital 
where he is a lifetime trustee, the United Way of Miami-Dade and at the University of Miami Sylvester Comprehensive Cancer Center. He has also advised local mayors on business renewal 
efforts in the Miami-Dade area, and has served on statewide task forces for developing business growth strategies for past governors of Florida. Scheiner holds a bachelor’s degree from 
the University of New Haven, and currently resides in Miami.

Kevin Flounders, President joined SIB Fixed Cost Reduction in November 2018 after more than 25 years in the telecom industry. As former CEO of Comstar Technologies, he led Comstar 
through a successful exit in 2018. Kevin grew Comstar Technologies, a technology integration firm focused on VoIP, data, and physical Infrastructure, from $136K in revenue to $50 million 
through organic growth, acquisitions, and strategic partnerships. He attributes his success, in part, to building a thriving company culture with high employee satisfaction, loyalty, and retention. 
His decades of leadership success helps drive SIB’s growth by continually improving operations, employee satisfaction, and business development while expanding SIB’s service offerings.
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Nelson Marchioli has more than 30 years of experience in the restaurant industry, including executive positions with brands such as Bruegger’s Bagels, Burger King, El Pollo Loco and Red 
Lobster. Most recently, he served as President and CEO of Denny’s from 2001 to 2010, during which he returned the company to profitability and grew the brand to include more than 1,700 
company-owned and franchised restaurants throughout North America and overseas. A native of Florida, Marchioli received a bachelor’s degree in communications from the University of 
Central Florida, where he serves as a member of the UCF Foundation Board, as well as the Rosen Hospitality School Advisory Committee. Marchioli is also a Board Leadership Fellow with 
the National Association of Corporate Directors (NACD). He currently resides in Atlanta, GA and Jupiter, FL.

Bill Moeckel has a long track record of successful real estate development and investment initiatives in the hospitality arena. His career has included stints as Chief Development Officer 
at Embassy Suites, Inc., SVP of Hotel Development at The Landmarks Group, an advisor to TIAA-CREF, Director of Acquisitions at Holiday Corporation, and as a principal at Laventhol 
& Horwath. He has served on the franchise committees for Embassy Suites and Hampton Inns and is the former chairman of the Embassy Suites Owners Association. Most recently, 
Moeckel served as a partner and Chief Investment Officer for the Thayer Lodging Group, which sponsors private investment partnerships with large pools of domestic and offshore capital. 
Investors included General Electric, the Government of Singapore Investment Corp., AIG Realty, Wells Fargo, Marriott, and the pension funds of UPS and Boeing. He has also served on 
the management board for Promus Hotels, as an independent director of MITS, a San Francisco-based REIT sponsored by the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, and as a counselor 
and board member at Camp Sunshine, a nationally recognized program for kids with cancer. Moeckel currently serves as President of Moeckel & Co., a real estate investment and advisory 
services company and recognized leader in sourcing hotel investment capital in the Historic Districts of Charleston and Savannah. He graduated from Cornell University in 1972 following 
service with U.S. Army intelligence in Vietnam in 1968.

Darren Misar, General Counsel has spent more than 10 years guiding executive teams from a diverse set of industries, including real estate, telecom, retail distribution, and biotechnology. 
Darren joined SIB in July of 2017 as General Counsel. Prior to joining SIB, Darren held corporate counsel roles with World Wireless and Virginia Industries Real Estate. He earned his bachelor’s 
degree from the University of Vermont, his MBA from Whittemore School of Business at the University of New Hampshire, and his JD from Wake Forest University School of Law.

Cori Mintz, VP of Finance and Administration oversees all finance and administrative functions. She also manages the Validations Team, which is responsible for ensuring our clients’ 
savings stay in place year after year. Cori joined SIB in March 2015. Prior to joining SIB, Cori was Assistant Controller for Select Resource Group and Patient Financial Counselor for Charleston 
Hematology Oncology Associates. Cori holds a bachelor’s degree in political science from College of Charleston, and an A.A.S in accounting from Trident Technical College.

Christian Johnson, VP of Channel Partnerships is responsible for the growth and management of SIB’s robust partner programs. SIB’s strategic partners include corporations, industry 
associations and individuals who promote SIB’s value-added expense reduction services to their clients, members and associates. Christian joined SIB in 2012 and has been an integral 
part of the business development team. He has worked with hundreds of companies to help lower expenses, as well as spearheading sales initiatives for SIB Lighting. Prior to joining SIB, 
Christian was VP of Marketing for technology start-up Synthio (formerly Social123). Before moving to Charleston, he spent eight years in Bozeman, Montana running Promotions West, a 
custom imprint and promotional product company. Christian graduated from the University of the South, Sewanee.

Drew McLean, Sr. VP of Client Success joined SIB in 2010 as one of the company’s first cost reduction analysts. Drew became Client Setup Manager in 2011 and is now the Sr. VP of Client 
Success. Prior to joining SIB, Drew worked in the accounting department of Marriott International, and has also worked for Westin Hotels & Resorts. As VP of Client Success, Drew leads a team 
of associates who gather invoices and other documents from new clients in order to initiate SIB’s audit and review process. Since joining SIB, Drew has led efforts to identify spending levels 
for over 50,000 locations and facilities throughout the country. Drew has a B.S. in Hotel, Restaurant, and Tourism Management from the University of South Carolina and is an Eagle Scout.

Vadim Telyatnikov is a seasoned technology entrepreneur and investor with a background in blockchain financial services and digital advertising who previously served as SIB’s President 
& Chief Strategy Officer, overseeing the finance department and driving technological innovation and strategy for the company and its client-facing platform. Prior to joining SIB, Vadim 
co-founded LiftDNA, a digital advertising exchange platform; after LiftDNA was acquired by OpenX, he joined OpenX as Senior Vice President, and the company went on to serve 4 trillion 
ad impressions in 2012, ranking #7 in Forbes magazine’s list of America’s Most Promising Companies. Vadim was also co-founder and CEO of AlphaPoint, a financial technology company 
powering digital asset networks (including blockchain currencies such as Bitcoin). He is a board member and angel investor to several startups and other companies, including Independence 
LED, a manufacturer of energy-efficient lighting fixtures. Vadim has a B.S. in Finance from Pennsylvania State University.
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SIB has worked with companies nationwide.
These are the average savings we have
found for our clients in each category:

Categories

Waste/
Trash Telecom Utilities Maintenance

Contracts
Alarm/
Security

Payroll
Processing

Armored
Car

Bank 
Fees

Savings

34%27%21%24%26%15%28%31%
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SPEND CATEGORIES TO REVIEW

WASTE

IT / TELECOM

HUMAN RESOURCES
UTILITIES

ADVERTISING

MAIL / SHIPPING

MAINTENANCE CONTRACTS OTHER JANITORIAL

TEXTILES

TRANSPORTATION / FLEET

SUPPLIES

TREASURY

INSURANCE

TAXES

MEDICAL

Solid/Recycling/Compost 
Medical Waste
Shredding 
Hazardous Materials 
Grease Traps 
eWaste

Phone/Internet 
Cable/Satellite TV 
Alarm (Fire & Security)
Call Centers
Printer/Copier 
Wireless Phones/Devices
Phone System Maintenance 
Hardware/Software Licenses 
CCTV 
ERP Support Maintenance
Drive-Thru Equipment 
Music Services
Email /Website Hosting
Conference Lines
Pagers

Payroll Service
Education/ Training
Background Checks
Drug Testing
Staffing 
HR Software 
Payroll Tax

Pest Control
Hood Cleaning/Oven Cleaning
HVAC
Landscaping/Snow Removal
Elevator/Escalator
Kitchen Equipment
Water Systems
Generator
Locksmiths/Access Control
Swimming Pools
Street /Parking Lot Sweeping
Other Maintenance

FedEx /UPS
Freight
Postage Meters

Billboards
Print Media
Television 
Digital / Internet Marketing
Yellow Pages

Electricity
Liquid Propane
Natural Gas
Heating Oil
Water/Sewer/Stormwater

Document Storage
Food Delivery Services
Travel
Security Guards
Document Imaging
Equipment Leasing
Parking
Storage Units
Lease/CAM
Cellular Tower Leases
Corporate Aviation

Fleet Leasing
Vehicle Rental
GPS Tracking

Bank Fees
Armored Car Service 
Credit Card Processing
ATM Maintenance
Purchase Cards

Workers’ Compensation 
Health/Benefits
Property/Liability 
Cyber Insurance
Healthcare Claims

Property Tax
Unemployment Tax
Sales and Use Tax

Janitorial Services
Window Washing 
Janitorial Supplies
Pressure Washing
Housekeeping
Warewashing Chemicals
Floor Care

Uniforms (Wash/Rent /Replace)
Linen and Laundry Service
Mats, Mops, Rags

CO2/Specialty Gases
Food Costs
Coffee Supplies
Fountain Beverage Purchasing
Promotional Products 
Office Supplies
First Aid Kits
Printing Supplies
Corrugated Boxes
Printed Materials

Medical Supplies/Equipment
Medical Software
Medical Transport
Pharmaceuticals 
Lab Services
Oxygen/Medical Gas
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10,854 95%

26% 39% 38%

2018
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WASTE REMOVAL

SIB has developed unparalleled knowledge of various waste haulers’ billing practices, as well as benchmark pricing.

Our analysts start with a historical audit to check for contract compliance and recover refunds for any billing errors. We then

review each location’s service needs and determine whether adjustments in usage could result in greater cost-efficiency

without sacrificing quality of service. Finally, SIB negotiates better pricing by determining best-in-class rates for each

location’s market. SIB takes the lead on implementing all changes approved by the client to reduce its waste removal spend.

SIB can work in both regulated and unregulated markets.

Our industry experts are familiar with every fee, surcharge, and contractual pitfall a company can encounter
in the field of waste removal.

Solid/Recycling/Compost  ·  Document Destruction  ·  Grease Trap  ·  HazMat  ·  Medical
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8,078

98%

31%

45% 42%

2018

20%
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IT / TELECOM

SIB employs a detailed and multi-pronged process to achieve savings on IT/Telecom spend. With regard to traditional

phone/internet service, SIB conducts an independent verification that all circuits are functional and in active use, including

cataloging and test-calling all phone lines to confirm their status. We recover refunds for any fraudulent third-party charges,

which are common and hard to spot, as well as any billing errors dating back as far as five years. When appropriate, SIB will

send technicians to perform site surveys to identify any redundant or improper services. Finally, SIB negotiates best-in-class

rates for all IT/Telecom services and monitors invoices monthly for billing errors and additional savings opportunities.

A recent study by a United States Senate committee uncovered errors in excess of $2 billion annually on
landline telephone bills in the United States.

TELECOM IT

• Phone / Internet

• Wireless

• Conference Lines

• Phone System Maintenance

• Call Centers

• Alarm - Fire / Security

• Cable / Satellite TV

• Pager

• Drive-Thru Equipment

• Music

• POS

• Email / Website Hosting

• ERP Support Maintenance

• Printer / Copier

• Hardware / Software Licenses

• CCTV
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UTILITIES

Utility audits can provide significant savings in both regulated and non-regulated states:

• Determine whether all charges are actually your responsibility and ensure that they are for your current accounts

• Identify all meters and make sure they are functioning and being read properly

• Audit billing for tariff compliance

• Identify usage anomalies

• Determine whether all services are being obtained at the lowest possible cost offered by the utility

• Identify and/or create strategies which use the existing tariff structure to your advantage

• Research and analyze alternative rates and tariffs, interpretations, applications, and qualifications

Water Sewer Stormwater Gas
Propane &
Heating Oil Electric
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MAINTENANCE CONTRACTS

There are a variety of maintenance plans and services, and because of the variability from customer to customer and service

to service, vendors are able to manipulate pricing in their favor. SIB’s analysts are privy to these tactics, so we can catch

overcharges and implement countermeasures to prevent future recurrences.

Since there are so many vendors across the many maintenance areas listed below, contract and pricing data is even more

valuable when it comes to negotiation. SIB’s database spans all 50 states and nearly every major vendor in the country.

We are able to achieve an average of 26% savings for our clients on maintenance contracts.

• Dishwasher

• Elevator / Escalator

• Kitchen Equipment

• Fire Suppression

• Generator

• Hood Cleaning

• Street/Parking Lot Sweeping

• HVAC

• Ice Machine

• Landscaping

• Pest Control

• Swimming Pool

• Oven Cleaning

• Locksmith/Access Control

• Refrigerator

• Water Systems

• Snow Removal
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PROPERTY TAX REVIEW

65% of all commercial real estate in America is over-assessed. Property owners have the right to appeal their
property taxes if they think their property is over-assessed, and a successful appeal can result in considerable
and long-lasting savings.

HOW DO I KNOW IF MY PROPERTY IS OVER-ASSESSED?

HOW DOES IT WORK?

Without detailed data from similar properties and a robust understanding of the real

estate market in your area, it can be difficult – but that’s where SIB comes in.

SIB’s property tax analysts review your property tax records and then perform a Market

Value Analysis on your real estate portfolio using data from thousands of locations

around the country as well as our in-depth knowledge of the real estate market.

Once SIB performs the Market Value Analysis, we will know exactly how much your

real estate portfolio is worth and what you would stand to save from a more accurate

assessment. Our clients’ savings have ranged from 7% to 40% of their annual

property taxes.

If we determine that a property is over-assessed, we will initiate the appeals process

on your behalf and present your case to your local taxing authority. Once the appeals

process is initiated, we are able to obtain a reduction in our clients’ property tax

liability 88% of the time.
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TREASURY SERVICES REVIEW

AVERAGE SAVINGS FOUND: 34%

There are six key treasury management categories of bank revenue that offer significant opportunity:

Analysis
Fees

Earnings
Credit Rate

Investment
Rates

P-Card
Rebates

Merchant
Card

Armored
Car

Clients are faced with two challenges when it comes to their strategic 
bank relationships: where to focus energy for a maximum return and 
how to negotiate these discounts without disrupting the symbiotic
relationship. We have the expertise necessary to diplomatically 
negotiate more advantageous terms while preserving your
relationship with your bank.

Once we receive your statements, we examine all areas
for profitability and relationship value, analyzing both your
quantitative and qualitative data.

HOW DOES IT WORK?

WHAT CAN YOU EXPECT?

Never require you to switch banks for savings

Proactively provide win-win solutions for your banks



TEXTILES
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SIB will review all the services provided by your 
uniform, laundry and facility supply vendors to 
identify billing errors, optimize service levels 
and negotiate best-in-class pricing.

UNIFORMS:

• Wash
• Rent
• Replace

LAUNDRY:

• Linens
• Towels
• Sheets

• Floor Mats
• Mops
• Rags

• Cleaning Supplies
• Cleaning Services

FACILITY SUPPLIES AND SERVICES:
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MEDICAL SUPPLIES REVIEW

CATEGORIES REVIEWED WHAT WE NEED TO GET STARTED

SIB identifies billing errors, optimizes service levels, and leverages nationwide spend data to negotiate the best pricing for 
your medical supplies. If you work with a GPO, our services complement theirs – we ensure contract compliance, rectify 
overbilling and overservicing, and ensure you’re paying for the proper products per the agreement. 

• Medical /Surgical Supplies & Equipment 
• Pharmaceuticals
• Clinical Lab Testing Fees
• Medical Gases
• Surgical Implants

• Accounting report or GL that includes
 vendors and annual spend 

• Available vendor logins or invoices

BANDAGESNEEDLES

GLOVES
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CORPORATE AVIATION

Corporate aviation is a vital tool for many companies, as the advantages of private jet travel enable executives to fly on their 

own schedules while bypassing the hassles of security, check-in, baggage claim, and layovers. The gains in time, efficiency, 

and face time are invaluable, but the costs can be sky-high. 

Many companies don’t give these costs the same scrutiny as their other expenses, since they assume aviation is just 

expensive by nature. However, these high bills can obscure excessive fees and overcharges, which can cost your company 

tens of thousands in the long run.

• Jet and Turboprop Aircraft

• Fuel Pricing

• Landing Fees

• Hangar Fees

• Repositioning Fees

• Contract Compliance

• Catering

• Third Party Management

• Leasing

• Maintenance Contracts

• Charter Flights

SIB takes a comprehensive look at every aspect of your corporate aviation expenses, including:
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TRAVEL SERVICES AUDIT

BILLING AUDIT TAX AUDIT

RATE AND FEE REDUCTION SPENDING POLICY AND COMPLIANCE

SIB will review how travel was booked and fees
were passed on by the travel management
company to determine whether billing errors have
occurred. We will also ensure that discount rates
were properly applied when applicable and pursue
credits and refunds for all errors not in your favor.

SIB will negotiate best-in-class pricing with your travel
management platform and/or agent based on benchmark data.

SIB will review services with your current vendor to review and update
policy controls and ensure compliance.

State and local laws define the period of time during which hospitality taxes may be
levied on continuous hotel visits. SIB reviews your organization’s past hotel stays and
the relevant local regulations to ensure hospitality taxes were charged appropriately.
If we determine that taxes were charged past the point at which a stay qualified for an
exemption, SIB will secure refunds for the amount charged in error and ensure that the
vendor applies these taxes properly going forward.
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POSTAGE & FREIGHT

POSTAGE

FREIGHT

• Identify overcharges, avoidable fees, lost postage, and dormant or closed meter accounts to achieve credits and refunds

• Build an inventory of all of the mailing equipment, leases, invoices, and postage details you have at your locations

• Manage everything on client-specific web dashboard at no cost

• Conduct a review of full truckload shipping and LTL to identify service levels and optimization opportunities

• Obtain refunds for service provider failures

• Review and negotiate best-in-class rates in fuel charges



 

FREIGHT
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SHIPPING EXPENSES

LATE SHIPMENT MONITORING:

• 3-5% of all packages arrive late

• You are eligible for a FULL refund if
 filed within 2 weeks

• We review your invoices weekly
 and file for credits

• All we need is your account login
 information to get started

PARCEL NEGOTIATION:

• Negotiate best-in-class pricing

• Provide weekly ongoing monitoring
 and breakdown of carrier charges
 by service level

• Ensure contract compliance

FREIGHT MANAGEMENT:

• Less than Truckload (LTL) negotiation

• Direct pricing, not broker-modeled

• Transportation Management System
 (TMS) that integrates with any ERP

• Ongoing bill auditing, claims
 management, consolidated invoicing
 and carrier bill-pay
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CLASS ACTION SETTLEMENT FUNDS

SIB provides our clients with class action claim filing and monitoring services, including:

Researching by industry to notify all clients/contacts of claims/settlements for which they could be eligible

Thoroughly reviewing the court’s Plan of Allocation to determine the most rewarding method to file a claim

Preparing and submitting claims on behalf of our clients

Managing the claim throughout the administration process

Auditing payments to our clients to assure payouts are fair and accurate

SIB claim filing services are provided under the same shared savings compensation model featured in our Shared Savings
Service Agreement.

Documentation & Deadlines
What documentation is needed from you? There are multiple ways to show your claim amount for each claim, but here are some examples of documentation
needed to properly file:

Purchase Records
(e.g. operating expenses, capital improvements,
or any records that would contain spend figures

related to the respective claim)

Site List
(including relevant site information, e.g. square

footage, sales volume, etc.)

Tax ID and Date of Incorporation
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OTHER CATEGORIES

We audit and negotiate with vendors every day. This experience gives us an inside picture of errors and historical tendencies

for overcharging. We’re often able to obtain refunds for up to five years after uncovering erroneous billing practices.

Regardless of the type and size of the negotiation challenges you may be facing, SIB can assist you in the
strategic planning and execution of your business negotiations.

• Document Imaging

• Document Storage

• Storage Units

• Equipment Leasing

• Lease/CAM

• Parking

• Fleet Leasing

• Security Guards

• GPS Tracking

• CO2/Specialty Gases

• Coffee Supplies

• Corrugated Boxes

• Office Supplies

• Printing Supplies

• Human Resources

• Bus/Truck Rental

• Medical Transport

• Janitorial
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EMPLOYEE BENEFITS / INSURANCE

REVEAL
KEY SOLUTIONS

EXPOSE
VISIBLE & HIDDEN FEES,
COSTS, COMMISSIONS,

+ SUPPLEMENTAL
ARRANGEMENTS

INDUSTRY
INSIDERS

(WE KNOW THE
OTHER TEAM’S PLAYBOOK)

DECREASE BENEFITS
MANAGEMENT SPEND

ADVISE + INCORPORATE

NEW OPTIONS
+

OPPORTUNITIES

EXPLORE
UNTAPPED STRATEGIES

EVALUATE
WITH SCRUTINY

YOUR BROKER SERVICES,
OPTIONS + FEE STRUCTURE

PAY ONLY FOR
WHAT YOU NEED
AND AT THE RIGHT PRICE

WHO
WE
ARE
NOT

GROUP BENEFITS • WORKERS’ COMP • COMMERCIAL LIABILITY • PROPERTY AND CASUALTY

COMPLETE INDEPENDENCE FROM THE INSURANCE INDUSTRY

WORKERS’ COMP

SIB works to review every aspect of your premium calculation, including but not limited to:

• Declaration Pages
• Audit Billing Statements

• Experience Ratings
• Worksheet Calculations

• Loss History Summaries
• Auditor’s Worksheet

• Premium Payments
• Special Rating Plans

SIB then assists you in recovery of overcharges and compensation refunds.
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LEGAL BILL
REVIEWLEGAL BILL REVIEW

SIB Legal Bill Review helps reduce legal spend by 10-30%.  We cooperatively work with your outside attorneys to ensure that 
you are receiving maximum value for the money you spend. Our mission is to free you and your in-house legal team to focus on 
running your business, not combing through mountains of attorney time entries. We want you to be able to focus on the legal 
issues, and we’ll focus on the legal invoices. 

THE PROCESS IS SIMPLE:

We test every 
component 

of every legal 
invoice for 

value.

1
We work with 
the law firms 
to adjust their 

charges to true 
value.

2
We return to 

you the amount 
you were 

overbilled, less 
our fee.

3
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ENERGY SAVINGS

Increase Profit
Save money on your energy bills. We target a reduction
of 50 - 85% on the lighting portion of your energy bill.

Eliminate
Eliminate ongoing maintenance for your lighting.
Free yourself from bucket trucks and related invoices.

Enhance
Improve the overall lighting environment of your facility.
We can usually improve lighting levels by at least 200%.

Control
Control your lighting so you can maximize savings and
increase productivity.

Be Green
Reduce your company’s carbon footprint and boast your
support for a greener environment.

LED BENEFITS
LIGHTING AS A SERVICE
Guaranteed savings starting the day our installation is complete

We install our equipment at zero capital expenditure to you

We maintain your lighting throughout the life of the contract

One fixed monthly bill

BENEFITS OF WORKING WITH SIB
Outsource your lighting system to SIB Lighting and you will
have more time to focus on building your business.

SIB Lighting is manufacturer-neutral and will match your
business with the best lighting product for each lighting application.

Lighting as a Service offers zero upfront and maintenance
costs forever!

SIB Lighting handles the entire process from engineering
to design through installation and warranty servicing.

Specializing in lighting control systems, SIB Lighting will
maximize your savings and improve your productivity.

SIB Lighting prides itself in working with US manufactured products,
ensuring the highest quality lighting experience for you, our client.

REDUCE YOUR LIGHTING
COSTS UP TO 85%
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

What will a review cost
our company?
SIB’s cost savings review and
recovery services have no upfront
cost. We earn a percentage of the
final savings. If we don’t find
anything, we don’t invoice you.

Does it matter where
my company is located?
No. SIB works with companies in all
50 states, Puerto Rico, and Canada.
We are also available to help
companies globally.

How much time will a review
take from my staff?
A review requires very little from
your staff. We only need one
month’s worth of bills and will
even send someone on-site to
scan your bills.

What types of companies
does SIB work with?

SIB has worked with Fortune 500
companies, restaurant groups,
hospital groups, regional banks,
grocery chains, retail chains, state,
local & federal government entities,
and everything in between. Based
on our solid financial backing, we
are able to tackle contingency-based
projects of any size.

What if we don't want to
share any sensitive
information with you?
We don’t ask for any sensitive or
confidential information from you
or your company. We don’t look
into your company’s books or
accounting records. All we need to
see are the fixed-cost bills from last
month, for each of your locations
and categories that we’ll be
reviewing.

What happens if you review
our bills and don't find any
savings?
While this is a true rarity (less than
2% of the time), if we review your
bills and find that you have no
billing errors and are already being
charged best-in-industry prices
and unpublished discount rates,
then you can rest easy knowing
that experts have reviewed your
bills and confirmed that you are
paying as little as possible.
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DETAILED SCOPE OF WORK

SIB conducts a top-to-bottom review of operating expenses in the spending categories included in the scope of our
projects. Below is a detailed description of the review process:

Initial Setup
• Client selects spending categories to be included in the scope
 of the review.
• Client submits signed Shared Savings Service Agreement
 and Letter of Agency, authorizing SIB to conduct the review
 and interact with client’s vendors.
• SIB holds a kick-off call with all appropriate client personnel
 to coordinate on the next steps, including document collection
 and reviewing client’s special information and requirements
 of which SIB will need to be aware.

Document Collection
• For all services included in the scope of review, SIB will need
 access to the most recent month’s vendor invoices in order to
 begin the review and establish a baseline.
• SIB may also require access to service contracts and/or online
 access to client’s vendor accounts.
• Documents may be submitted to SIB via e-mail or regular mail;
 alternatively, SIB can send personnel to the client’s facilities to
 scan documents in person if preferred.

Historical Audit
• Using the Letter of Agency and the information already
 provided, SIB obtains additional historical billing records from
 the client’s vendors.
• SIB’s analysts conduct a detailed audit of the historical bills,
 dating back up to five years, checking for contract compliance
 and billing errors.
• SIB works with the vendors to obtain refunds and credits if
 overcharges are found. If billing errors were recurring every
 billing cycle, SIB corrects these errors to ensure that they
 do not continue in the future.

Service Standardization Review
SIB reviews service levels relative to current service needs,
and determines whether adjustments in usage could result
in greater cost-efficiency without sacrificing quality of service.

Contract Negotiation
SIB obtains best-in-class pricing for services by benchmarking
pricing with data from over 36,000 locations nationwide.

Presentation of Findings
• SIB prepares an Achieved Savings Report (ASR) detailing
 savings recommendations in each spending category, along
 with the cost savings that would result.
• SIB holds a conference call with the client to present this report
 and explain findings in detail.

Approval and Implementation
The client promptly reviews SIB’s recommendations and
approves them at their discretion. Once recommendations have
been approved, SIB handles implementation of the changes.

Ongoing Validation of Savings
SIB validates each month’s savings, checking for billing
accuracy and contract compliance to ensure that the savings
remain in place for the entire life of the SIB engagement.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
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REVIEW TIMELINE

SETUP

REVIEW PERIOD

ONGOING

• Sign agreement and
 choose categories to review
 (5 minutes)

• Kick-off call
 (20-30 minutes)

• Invoice collection options

Upload Mail

SIB will come on-site and scan

SIB receives all
documentation
from client

Client accepts
recommendation

SIB presents savings to
client (30-45 minutes)

60-90 days 10 days 10-40 days

SIB completes
implementation

Client begins to
realize savings

30-60 days

Client receives
first shared

savings invoice

• SIB continues to look for
 further savings opportunities

• SIB monitors vendor invoices to
 ensure contract compliance
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Dan Schneider, 35, is founder and CEO of SIB
Fixed Cost Reduction, a Charleston, SC-based
firm with 75 employees who help businesses cut
expenditures on everything from garbage collection
to telecom bills. Companies pay no up-front fee for
Schneider’s services. They split any cost savings
he finds by roughly 50/50. Most of his clients have
revenues of $200 million and up. They include
Hyatt Hotels, senior residence provider Genesis
Health Care and Pep Boys auto parts stores. In
this condensed and edited interview, Schneider
describes how he went from dyslexic high school
dropout to cell phone sales mogul to taking two
years off to kite surf and travel around the world
before building SIB from the ground up.

Susan Adams:  Didn’t dropping out of high school
make it tough to get a start in business?
Dan Schneider: I dropped out when I was 16, at
the start of 10th grade. I’m dyslexic but the school
didn’t figure that out and I was struggling in
English and social studies, though I excelled in
math. I started to think, there’s no way I’m ever
going to be able to go to college.

How A High School Dropout Built A Business That Saves Companies Millions By Analyzing Their Spending 
By: Susan Adams - Forbes Staff 
March 17, 2016

Dan Schneider

Adams:  Didn’t your parents give you a hard time?
Schneider:  I always had that entrepreneurial spirit
and my parents stood behind me. My plan was I
was going to open a restaurant by the time I was
21. Though I mouthed off to the teachers and
struggled in school, they told my parents that I was
smart enough to get a GED. I never did.

Adams: What did you do after you dropped out?
Schneider: I was making balloon animals at T.G.I.
Friday’s. I worked for a lady and the restaurant
would pay her and I would work for tips. I went to
the restaurant and said, I’ll work for you for free.
Then the other restaurants in the area asked if I
could train people and fire this lady. I trained my
friends and the restaurants paid me a booking fee.
It was a hostile takeover at 16 years old.

Adams:  How did you get into the cell phone
business? 
Schneider: I had a cell phone to schedule all the
balloon people. This was before every
five-year-old kid had a cell phone. The store asked
me to be a cell phone salesperson. I guess I am
either extremely charismatic or they were
desperate for salespeople. I got into B to B sales.
When I turned 18, I didn’t want to go door to door
anymore. In 1999 I opened up my own store in
Doylestown, PA. 

Adams:  How did you finance that?
Schneider:  I had $25,000--$30,000 saved from
the six months of B to B sales. A carrier,
Omnipoint, approached me, and wanted me to be
a direct retailer for them. I started to open up more
stores and they helped me with advertising funds. I
ended up growing my business to 12 stores before

I was 20. All the stores were funded from growth.
I had a total of 40 people working for me, including
a call center with 20 people. I was 20 years old.

Adams: How long did you run that business?
Schneider:  Five years. I also got into inventory
liquidation and importing and exporting cell
phones around the world. An end-of-life product
that nobody wanted in the U.S. would do
incredibly well in South America. I had a manager
running the stores.

Adams:  Did you like what you were doing?
Schneider:  There was the buy low/sell high,
action-packed adventure of a business like that,
and deadlines and dealing with the logistics of
flying phones different places. I grew the company
to $35 million in revenue.

Adams:  Why did you give it up? 
Schneider:  I was 26 years old and I was at
dinner and an irate customer called me for no
good reason. I just said, “I’ve had enough.” I never
got to be a kid. I called a friend in the business
and said I want to turn over the company to you
for a royalty deal. Within a week I sold my house.

Adams:  It’s not like you had no childhood.
Schneider:  I didn’t want to be 45 and think I
never took time off in my 20s to do what I wanted
to do. Everybody else got to go to high school and
college and they got to screw around for a year
after college. I never got that.

Adams:  What did you do with your freedom?
Schneider:  I traveled all over the world. I got into
cycling and kite surfing.
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Adams:  What made you want to start working 
again? 
Schneider:  I ended up in Charleston, SC,
because the kite boarding was good and I had
some childhood friends here. I hadn’t worked in two
years and I felt like I had to do something other
than having fun. I wanted to think and solve
problems. I got an office and started going to work
every day.

Adams:  How did that lead to SIB?
Schneider:  It was November 2008 and the
economy wasn’t good. I had this cost-saving
consulting model in the back of my head.

Adams:  How did you finance the business when
you started?
Schneider:  I self-funded it. Over the course of
time I spent more than $500,000. I kept
re-investing in the company. We became
profitable two-and-a-half years ago.

Adams:  How do you find clients? 
Schneider:  It’s a mix. Traditional cold-calling, and
we have partnerships with trade organizations like
a Burger King national franchise association, a
Little Caesars national franchise association. We
have referral partners who are retired executives
who can kick open doors for us. They usually get
5%-10% of what we’re billing. We even have some
retired athletes who do that for us, like Brian Propp,
who used to play for the Philadelphia Flyers.

Adams:  What’s your pitch to companies?
Schneider:  We want to look at their monthly
recurring expenses and we do three things. We
audit to see if they’ve ever been overcharged.
We look at contract compliance to make sure they
aren’t due any refunds. Then we look for service
standardization, like whether they’re charged for
phone lines that don’t even come into the building,
or dumpsters that are half-filled. We look at

whether they’re paying for services they’re not
using. The third thing is we negotiate, typically
with their current vendors. We look at the vendor’s
margin and what people across the street pay. It’s
a little different from just wanting a better deal.

Adams:  But isn’t the bottom line that you’re trying
to get more favorable contracts with vendors?
Schneider:  Let’s say you pay $100 for something
and you call up your vendor and say, I want a
better deal and they say, OK I’ll give you $90. You
don’t know if the person down the street is paying
$60 because you don’t have anything to
benchmark it against. We come in and say, what
are the people in your area paying for the same
type of service? What is the vendor’s margin? Do
they have a 10% margin or a 20% margin? We
work with the vendor closely and come up with a
fair contract going forward.

Adams:  Can you give me a concrete example
of that?
Schneider:  We do a lot of work for senior living
facilities and we also do a lot of work for hotels. A
senior living facility isn’t going to say, what do I
pay for elevator services compared to a hotel? But
an elevator is an elevator, it goes up and down,
and we know that health care companies get
charged more than hotels for elevators.
Landscaping is another good example. When it
comes to landscaping, a Burger King and a bank
are the same thing. There’s a freestanding
building and some plants and grass. But a bank
pays more because it’s a bank.

Adams:  What do you do about the landscaper 
who’s charging the bank too much?
Schneider:  We just expose that. We go to the
landscaper and say, this is what’s going on.

Adams:  Vendors must hate you. 
Schneider:  Our clients could go to a different

vendor. But we go to the current vendor and say,
we know what your margin is and what a fair price
is, why don’t we just settle on a fair price? The
vendor knows they may be lowering their margin a
little but retaining the business for a longer time.

Adams:  How often do you fail to come up with
cost savings? 
Schneider:  We have a 98% success rate.
Typically we find 10%-40% of savings. 

Adams:  You call yourself a “corporate
five-year-old.” Why?
Schneider:  If you tell a five-year-old, “Because I
said so,” they’re going to keep asking you why
until you give them a real reason. We do the same
thing. Until someone gives a logical reason, we
keep asking why. The response in the corporate
world is, we’ve always done it that way. We ask,
then why are there 10 line items that the client
isn’t using but still being billed for?

Adams:  Why wouldn’t a company want to be
your client? 
Schneider:  People either think it’s not going to be
worth their time, we won’t save them money, or
they think it might make them look bad. There’s a
pride thing. People are like, listen, we have great
deals, we don’t care about what you’re offering.
It’s the same mentality of someone who never
goes to the doctor because they feel healthy.

Adams:  You say you rarely get referrals. If I were
a client and you’d saved me a lot of money, I’d
want to recommend you to my friends.
Schneider:  If you’re golfing with a friend, you’re
not going to say, “I have a great proctologist.”
You’d be saying that this company came in and
found that you’d been overspending by hundreds
of thousands of dollars. Nobody wants to brag
about that, or about their proctologist.



All money is not created equal: $100,000 in sales is $100,000 minus labor and cost of goods sold.

$100,000 in savings is $100,000.


